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Abstract. This paper investigates, without any regularization or penalization procedure, a shape optimization4
problem involving a simplified friction phenomena modeled by a scalar Tresca friction law. Precisely, using tools5
from convex and variational analysis such as proximal operators and the notion of twice epi-differentiability, we prove6
that the solution to a scalar Tresca friction problem admits a directional derivative with respect to the shape which7
moreover coincides with the solution to a boundary value problem involving Signorini-type unilateral conditions.8
Then we explicitly characterize the shape gradient of the corresponding energy functional and we exhibit a descent9
direction. Finally numerical simulations are performed to solve the corresponding energy minimization problem10
under a volume constraint which shows the applicability of our method and our theoretical results.11
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1. Introduction.15
Motivation. On the one hand, shape optimization is the mathematical field whose aim is to16

find the optimal shape of a given object with respect to a given criterion (see, e.g., [6, 24, 37]). It17
is increasingly taken into account in industry in order to identify the optimal shape of a product18
who must satisfy some constraints. On the other hand, mechanical contact models are used to19
study the contact of deformable solids that touch each other on parts of their boundaries (see,20
e.g., [15, 26, 27]). Usually the contact prevents penetration between the two rigid bodies, and21
possibly allows sliding modes which causes friction phenomena. A non-permeable contact can be22
described by the so-called Signorini unilateral conditions (see, e.g., [35, 36]) that take the form23
of inequality conditions on the contact surface, while a friction phenomenon can be described by24
the so-called Tresca friction law (see, e.g., [26]) which appears as a boundary condition involving25
nonsmooth inequalities depending on a friction threshold.26

Shape optimization problems involving mechanical contact models have already been inves-27
tigated in the literature (see, e.g., [8, 17, 19, 20, 22, 25] and references therein), and they are28
increasingly taken into account in industrial issues and engineering applications. Due to the in-29
volved inequalities and nonsmooth terms, the standard methods found in the literature usually30
consist in regularization (see, e.g., [7, 14, 28]), penalization (see, e.g., [13]) or dualization (see [37,31
Chapter 4] and [38]) procedures. In simple terms, regularization consists in using Moreau’s enve-32
lope to approximate the optimization problem associated with the model, and penalization uses33
Yosida’s approximation in the corresponding optimality condition to turn the variational inequality34
into a variational equality. However, both of these methods do not take into account the exact35
characterization of the solution and may perturb the original nature of the model. The dualization36
method used in [38] consists in describing the primal/dual pair as a saddle point of the associated37
Lagrangian. Then the dual problem leads to a characterization that involves only projection oper-38
ators and thus Mignot’s theorem (see [29]) about conical differentiability can be applied. However39
this method results in material/shape derivative characterizations that are implicit, as they involve40
dual elements. In this paper our aim is to propose a new methodology which allows to preserve the41
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2 S. ADLY, L. BOURDIN, F. CAUBET, AND A. JACOB DE CORDEMOY

original nature of the problem, that is, without using any regularization or penalization procedure,42
and moreover to work only with the primal problem. Precisely our strategy is based on the theory43
of variational inequalities and on tools from convex and variational analysis such as the notion44
of proximal operator introduced by J.J. Moreau in 1965 (see [31]) and the notion of twice epi-45
differentiability introduced by R.T. Rockafellar in 1985 (see [33]). To the best of our knowledge,46
this is the first time that these concepts are applied in the context of shape optimization problems47
involving nonsmoothness, which makes this contribution new and original in the literature.48

As a first step towards more realistic and more complex mechanical contact models, note that49
the present paper focuses only on a shape optimization problem involving a simplified friction50
phenomena modeled by a scalar Tresca friction law. The extension of our methodology to the51
vectorial elasticity model, or to other variational inequalities (such as Signorini-type models), will52
be the subject of future research.53

Description of the shape optimization problem and methodology. In this paragraph, we use54
standard notations which are recalled in Section 2. Let d ∈ N∗ be a positive integer which represents55
the dimension, and let f ∈ H1(Rd) and g ∈ H2(Rd) be such that g > 0 almost everywhere (a.e.)56
on Rd. In this paper, we consider the shape optimization problem given by57

(1.1) minimize
Ω∈U
|Ω|=λ

J (Ω),58

where59

U := {Ω ⊂ Rd | Ω nonempty connected bounded open subset of Rd with Lipschitz boundary},60

with the volume constraint |Ω| = λ > 0, where J : U → R is the Tresca energy functional defined61
by62

J (Ω) :=
1

2

∫
Ω

(
∥∇uΩ∥2 + |uΩ|2

)
+

∫
Γ

g|uΩ| −
∫
Ω

fuΩ,63

where Γ := ∂Ω is the boundary of Ω and where uΩ ∈ H1(Ω) stands for the unique solution to the64
scalar Tresca friction problem given by65

(TPΩ)
{

−∆u+ u = f in Ω,
|∂nu| ≤ g and u∂nu+ g|u| = 0 on Γ,

66

for all Ω ∈ U . Recall that, in contact mechanics, f models volume forces and that the boundary67
condition in (TPΩ) is known as the scalar version of the Tresca friction law (see, e.g., [18, Section 1.368
Chapter 1]) where g is a given friction threshold. In this paper, we refer to it as the scalar Tresca69
friction law. Note that we focus here on minimizing the energy functional (as in [17, 23, 39]) which70
corresponds to maximize the compliance (see [6]). In simple terms, our research focuses on finding71
the "laziest shape" that can resist external forces, while taking into account the effect of friction72
on its surface.73

Also recall that, for any Ω ∈ U , the unique solution to (TPΩ) is characterized by uΩ =
proxϕΩ

(FΩ), where FΩ ∈ H1(Ω) is the unique solution to the classical Neumann problem{
−∆F + F = f in Ω,

∂nF = 0 on Γ,

and where proxϕΩ
: H1(Ω) → H1(Ω) stands for the proximal operator associated with the Tresca

friction functional ϕΩ : H1(Ω) → R defined by

ϕΩ : H1(Ω) −→ R

v 7−→ ϕΩ(v) :=

∫
Γ

g|v|.
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SHAPE OPTIMIZATION FOR VARIATIONAL INEQUALITIES 3

We refer for instance to [3] for details on existence/uniqueness and characterization of the solution74
to Problem (TPΩ).75

To deal with the numerical treatment of the above shape optimization problem, a suitable76
expression of the shape gradient of J is required. To this aim we follow the classical strategy77
developed in the shape optimization literature (see, e.g., [6, 24]). Consider Ω0 ∈ U and a di-78
rection V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd) := C1(Rd,Rd) ∩W1,∞(Rd,Rd). Then, for any t ≥ 0 sufficiently small79
such that id + tV is a C1-diffeomorphism of Rd, we denote by Ωt := (id + tV )(Ω0) ∈ U and80
by ut := uΩt ∈ H1(Ωt), where id : Rd → Rd stands for the identity operator. To get an expression81
of the shape gradient of J at Ω0 in the direction V , the first step naturally consists in obtaining82
an expression of the derivative of the map t ∈ R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ωt) at t = 0. However this map83
is not well defined since the codomain H1(Ωt) depends on the variable t. To overcome the issue84
that ut is defined on the moving domain Ωt, we consider the change of variables id + tV and we85
prove that ut := ut ◦ (id + tV ) ∈ H1(Ω0) is the unique solution to the perturbed scalar Tresca86
friction problem given by87 {

−div (At∇ut) + utJt = ftJt in Ω0,
|At∇ut · n| ≤ gtJTt

and utAt∇ut · n+ gtJTt
|ut| = 0 on Γ0,

88

considered on the fixed domain Ω0, where Γ0 := ∂Ω0, ft := f ◦ (id + tV ) ∈ H1(Rd), gt :=89
g ◦ (id + tV ) ∈ H1(Rd) and where Jt, At and JTt

are standard Jacobian terms resulting from90
the change of variables used in the weak variational formulation of Problem (TPΩt) (see details in91
Subsection 3.1). Hence, the shape perturbation is shifted, via the change of variables, to the data92
of the scalar Tresca friction problem.93

Now, to obtain an expression of the derivative of the map t ∈ R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ω0) at t = 0,94
which will be denoted by u′0 ∈ H1(Ω0) and called material directional derivative (the terminology95
directional has been added with respect to the literature since, in the present nonsmooth framework,96
the expression of u′0 will not be linear with respect to the direction V , see Remark 3.8 for details),97
we write that ut = proxϕt

(Ft), where Ft ∈ H1(Ω0) is the unique solution to the perturbed Neumann98
problem99 {

−div (At∇Ft) + FtJt = ftJt in Ω0,
At∇Ft · n = 0 on Γ0,

100

and where ϕt : H1(Ω0) → R is the perturbed Tresca friction functional given by

ϕt : H1(Ω0) −→ R

v 7−→ ϕt(v) :=

∫
Γ0

gtJTt |v|,

considered on the perturbed Hilbert space (H1(Ω0), ⟨·, ·⟩At,Jt
) (see details on the perturbed scalar101

product in Subsection 2.3). To deal with the differentiability (in a generalized sense) of the pa-102
rameterized proximal operator proxϕt

: H1(Ω0) → H1(Ω0) we invoke the notion of twice epi-103
differentiability for convex functions introduced by R.T. Rockafellar in 1985 (see [33]) which leads104
to the protodifferentiability of the corresponding proximal operators. Actually, since the work by105
R.T. Rockafellar deals only with non-parameterized convex functions, we will use instead the recent106
work [2] where the notion of twice epi-differentiability has been adapted to parameterized convex107
functions.108

Before listing the main theoretical results obtained in the present paper thanks to the above109
strategy, let us mention that the sensitivity analysis of the scalar Tresca friction problem (TPΩ)110
with respect to perturbations of f and g has already been performed in our previous paper [9].111
However, since it was done in a general context (not in the specific context of shape optimization),112
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4 S. ADLY, L. BOURDIN, F. CAUBET, AND A. JACOB DE CORDEMOY

the previous paper [9] considered only the case where Jt = JTt = 1 and At = I is the identity113
matrix of Rd×d and thus the scalar product ⟨·, ·⟩At,Jt

was independent of the parameter t. Hence114
some nontrivial adjustments are required to deal with the t-dependent context of the present work.115
We refer to Subsection 3.1 for details.116

Finally, notice that, in this paper, we do not prove theoretically the existence of a solution117
to the shape optimization problem (1.1). The interested reader can find some related existence118
results (for very specific geometries in the two dimensional case) in [19].119

Main theoretical results. Our main theoretical results, stated in Theorems 3.6 and 3.12, are120
summarized below. However, to make their expressions more explicit and elegant, we present them121
under certain additional regularity assumptions, such as u0 ∈ H3(Ω0), within the framework of122
Corollaries 3.9, 3.11 and 3.13, making them more suitable for this introduction.123

(i) Under some appropriate assumptions described in Corollary 3.9, the material directional124
derivative u′0 ∈ H1(Ω0) is the unique weak solution to the scalar Signorini problem given125
by126 

−∆u′0 + u′0 = −∆(V · ∇u0) + V · ∇u0 in Ω0,
u′0 = 0 on Γu0,g

D ,
∂nu

′
0 = hm(V ) on Γu0,g

N ,
u′0 ≤ 0, ∂nu′0 ≤ hm(V ) and u′0 (∂nu

′
0 − hm(V )) = 0 on Γu0,g

S− ,
u′0 ≥ 0, ∂nu′0 ≥ hm(V ) and u′0 (∂nu

′
0 − hm(V )) = 0 on Γu0,g

S+ ,

127

where hm(V ) := (∇gg · V − ∇V n · n)∂nu0 + (∇V +∇V ⊤)∇u0 · n ∈ L2(Γ0), where ∇V128

stands for the standard Jacobian matrix of V , and where Γ0 is decomposed (up to a null129
set) as Γu0,g

N ∪Γu0,g
D ∪Γu0,g

S− ∪Γu0,g
S+ (see details in Theorem 3.6). Recall that the boundary130

conditions on Γu0,g
S− and Γu0,g

S+ are known as the scalar versions of the Signorini unilateral131
conditions (see, e.g., [27, Section 1]).132

(ii) We deduce in Corollary 3.11 that, under appropriate assumptions, the shape directional
derivative, defined by u′0 := u′0 − ∇u0 · V ∈ H1(Ω0) (which roughly corresponds to the
derivative of the map t ∈ R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ωt) at t = 0), is the unique weak solution to the
scalar Signorini problem given by

−∆u′0 + u′0 = 0 in Ω0,
u′0 = −V ·∇u0 on Γu0,g

D ,
∂nu

′
0 = hs(V ) on Γu0,g

N ,
u′0 ≤ −V ·∇u0, ∂nu′0 ≤ hs(V ) and (u′0 + V ·∇u0) (∂nu′0 − hs(V )) = 0 on Γu0,g

S− ,
u′0 ≥ −V ·∇u0, ∂nu′0 ≥ hs(V ) and (u′0 + V ·∇u0) (∂nu′0 − hs(V )) = 0 on Γu0,g

S+ ,

where hs(V ) := V · n(∂n(∂nu0)− ∂2u0

∂n2 ) +∇Γ0
u0 · ∇Γ0

(V · n)− g∇(∂nu0

g ) · V ∈ L2(Γ0).133

(iii) Finally the two previous items are used to obtain Corollary 3.13 asserting that, under
appropriate assumptions, the shape gradient of J at Ω0 in the direction V is given by

J ′(Ω0)(V ) =

∫
Γ0

V · n
(
∥∇u0∥2 + |u0|2

2
− fu0 +Hg |u0| − ∂n (u0∂nu0) + gu0∇

(
∂nu0

g

)
· n

)
,

where H stands for the mean curvature of Γ0. We emphasize that, with the Tresca energy134
functional J considered in the present work, we obtain that J ′(Ω0) depends only on u0135
(and not on u′0). As a consequence its expression is explicit (and also linear) with respect136
to the direction V . In particular this implies that there is no need to introduce any adjoint137
problem to perform numerical simulations (see Remark 3.15 for details).138
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Application to shape optimization and numerical simulations. The expression of the shape139
gradient of J stated in (iii) allows us to exhibit an explicit descent direction of J (see Section 4140
for details). Hence, using this descent direction together with a basic Uzawa algorithm to take141
into account the volume constraint, we perform in Section 4 numerical simulations to solve the142
shape optimization problem (1.1) on a two-dimensional example. Furthermore, we present several143
numerical results with different values of g, allowing us to emphasize an interesting behavior of144
the optimal shape. Precisely, in our example, it seems to transit from the optimal shape when one145
replaces the Tresca problem and its energy functional by Dirichlet ones when g goes to infinity146
pointwisely, to the optimal shape when one replaces the Tresca problem and its energy functional147
by Neumann ones when g goes to zero pointwisely.148

Organization of the paper. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to some149
basic recalls from convex, variational and functional analysis, differential geometry and boundary150
value problems involved all along the paper. In Section 3, we state and prove our main theoretical151
results. Finally, in Section 4, numerical simulations are performed to solve the shape optimization152
problem (1.1) on a two-dimensional example.153

154

2. Preliminaries.155

2.1. Reminders on proximal operator and twice epi-differentiability. For notions
and results recalled in this subsection, we refer to standard references from convex and variational
analysis literature such as [11, 30, 32] and [34, Chapter 12]. In what follows, (H, ⟨·, ·⟩H) stands
for a general real Hilbert space. The domain and the epigraph of an extended real value function
ψ : H → R ∪ {±∞} are respectively defined by

dom (ψ) := {x ∈ H | ψ(x) < +∞} and epi (ψ) := {(x, t) ∈ H × R | ψ(x) ≤ t} .

Recall that ψ is said to be proper if dom(ψ) ̸= ∅ and ψ(x) > −∞ for all x ∈ H, and that ψ is
convex (resp. lower semi-continuous) if and only if epi(ψ) is a convex (resp. closed) subset of H×R.
When ψ is proper, we denote by ∂ψ : H ⇒ H its convex subdifferential operator, defined by

∂ψ(x) := {y ∈ H | ∀z ∈ H, ⟨y, z − x⟩H ≤ ψ(z)− ψ(x)} ,

when x ∈ dom(ψ), and by ∂ψ(x) := ∅ whenever x /∈ dom(ψ). The notion of proximal operator has156
been introduced by J.J. Moreau in 1965 (see [31]) as follows.157

Definition 2.1. The proximal operator associated with a proper, lower semi-continuous and
convex function ψ : H → R ∪ {+∞} is the map proxψ : H → H defined by

proxψ(x) := argmin
y∈H

[
ψ(y) +

1

2
∥y − x∥2H

]
= (id + ∂ψ)−1(x),

for all x ∈ H, where id : H → H stands for the identity operator.158

Recall that, if ψ : H → R ∪ {+∞} is a proper, lower semi-continuous and convex function,159
then its subdifferential ∂ψ is a maximal monotone operator (see, e.g., [32]), and thus its proximal160
operator proxψ : H → H is well-defined, single-valued and nonexpansive, i.e. Lipschitz continuous161
with modulus 1 (see, e.g., [11, Chapter II]).162

As mentioned in Introduction, the unique solution to the scalar Tresca friction problem con-163
sidered in this paper can be expressed via the proximal operator of the associated Tresca friction164
functional ϕΩ. Therefore the shape sensitivity analysis of this problem is related to the differentia-165
bility (in a generalized sense) of the involved proximal operator. To investigate this issue, we will166
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use the notion of twice epi-differentiability introduced by R.T. Rockafellar in 1985 (see [33]) de-167
fined as the Mosco epi-convergence of second-order difference quotient functions. Our aim in what168
follows is to provide reminders and backgrounds on these notions for the reader’s convenience. For169
more details, we refer to [34, Chapter 7, Section B p.240] for the finite-dimensional case and to [16]170
for the infinite-dimensional case. The strong (resp. weak) convergence of a sequence in H will be171
denoted by → (resp. ⇀) and note that all limits with respect to t will be considered for t→ 0+.172

Definition 2.2 (Mosco convergence). The outer, weak-outer, inner and weak-inner limits of173
a parameterized family (St)t>0 of subsets of H are respectively defined by174

lim supSt :=
{
x ∈ H | ∃(tn)n∈N → 0+, ∃ (xn)n∈N → x, ∀n ∈ N, xn ∈ Stn

}
,175

w-lim supSt :=
{
x ∈ H | ∃(tn)n∈N → 0+, ∃ (xn)n∈N ⇀ x, ∀n ∈ N, xn ∈ Stn

}
,176

lim inf St :=
{
x ∈ H | ∀(tn)n∈N → 0+, ∃ (xn)n∈N → x, ∃N ∈ N, ∀n ≥ N, xn ∈ Stn

}
,177

w-lim inf St :=
{
x ∈ H | ∀(tn)n∈N → 0+, ∃ (xn)n∈N ⇀ x, ∃N ∈ N, ∀n ≥ N, xn ∈ Stn

}
.178

The family (St)t>0 is said to be Mosco convergent if w-lim supSt ⊂ lim inf St. In that case all the
previous limits are equal and we write

M-lim St := lim inf St = lim supSt = w-lim inf St = w-lim supSt.

Definition 2.3 (Mosco epi-convergence). Let (ψt)t>0 be a parameterized family of func-179
tions ψt : H → R∪{±∞} for all t > 0. We say that (ψt)t>0 is Mosco epi-convergent if (epi(ψt))t>0180
is Mosco convergent in H × R. Then we denote by ME-lim ψt : H → R ∪ {±∞} the function181
characterized by its epigraph epi (ME-lim ψt) := M-lim epi (ψt) and we say that (ψt)t>0 Mosco182
epi-converges to ME-lim ψt.183

Remark 2.4. In Definition 2.3, the abbreviation ME stands for the Mosco Epi-convergence184
(which is related to functions), while the abbreviation M stands for the Mosco convergence (related185
to subsets).186

The notion of twice epi-differentiability was originally introduced for nonparameterized convex187
functions. However, as mentioned in Introduction, the framework of the present paper requires an188
extended version to parameterized convex functions which has recently been developed in [2]. To189
provide recalls on this extended notion, when considering a function Ψ : R+ × H → R ∪ {+∞}190
such that, for all t ≥ 0, Ψ(t, ·) : H → R ∪ {+∞} is a proper function, we will make use of the191
following two notations: ∂Ψ(0, ·)(x) stands for the convex subdifferential operator at x ∈ H of192
the function Ψ(0, ·), and for each t ≥ 0, Ψ−1(t,R) := {x ∈ H | Ψ(t, x) ∈ R} and Ψ−1(·,R) :=193
∩t≥0Ψ

−1(t,R).194

Definition 2.5 (Twice epi-differentiability depending on a parameter). Let Ψ : R+ × H →
R ∪ {+∞} be a function such that, for all t ≥ 0, Ψ(t, ·) : H → R ∪ {+∞} is a proper lower
semi-continuous convex function. Then Ψ is said to be twice epi-differentiable at x ∈ Ψ−1(·,R)
for y ∈ ∂Ψ(0, ·)(x) if the family of second-order difference quotient functions (∆2

tΨ(x|y))t>0 defined
by

∆2
tΨ(x|y) : H −→ R ∪ {+∞}

z 7−→ ∆2
tΨ(x|y)(z) :=

Ψ(t, x+ tz)−Ψ(t, x)− t ⟨y, z⟩H
t2

,

for all t > 0, is Mosco epi-convergent. In that case we denote by

D2
eΨ(x|y) := ME-lim ∆2

tΨ(x|y),

which is called the second-order epi-derivative of Ψ at x for y.195
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Remark 2.6. If the real-valued function Ψ is t-independent, Definition 2.5 recovers the clas-196
sical notion of twice epi-differentiability originally introduced in [33] (up to the multiplicative197
constant 1

2 ).198

Remark 2.7. It is well-known that the convexity and the lower-semicontinuity are preserved199
by the Mosco epi-convergence. However, the properness of the Mosco epi-limit may fail even if200
the sequence is proper. If, for each t ≥ 0, Ψ(t, ·) : H → R ∪ {+∞} is a proper, lower semi-201
continuous and convex function, then the Mosco epi-limi D2

eΨ(x|y) (when it exists) is also lower202
semi-continuous and convex function. However, it may be possible that there exists some z ∈ H203
such that D2

eΨ(x|y)(z) = −∞ (see, e.g., [2, Example 4.4 p.1711]).204

To illustrate the notion of twice epi-differentiability, two examples extracted from [2, Lemma 5.2205
p.1717] are given below. The first example is about a t-independent function which will be useful206
in this paper (see Lemma 3.5) and the second one concerns a t-dependent function.207

Example 2.8. The classical absolute value map |·| : R → R, which is a proper lower semi-
continuous convex function on R, is twice epi-differentiable at any x ∈ R for any y ∈ ∂|·|(x), and
its second-order epi-derivative is given by D2

e|·|(x|y) = ιKx,y
, where Kx,y is the nonempty closed

convex subset of R defined by

Kx,y :=


R if x ̸= 0,
R− if x = 0 and y = −1,
R+ if x = 0 and y = 1,
{0} if x = 0 and y ∈ (−1, 1),

and where ιKx,y stands for the indicator function of Kx,y, defined by ιKx,y (z) := 0 if z ∈ Kx,y,208
and ιKx,y

(z) := +∞ otherwise.209

Example 2.9. Consider the function Ψ : R+ × R → R defined by Ψ(t, x) := |x − t2| for
all (t, x) ∈ R+ ×R. For each t ≥ 0, Ψ(t, ·) is a proper, lower semi-continuous and convex function.
For all x ∈ R and all y ∈ ∂Ψ(0, ·)(x), Ψ is twice epi-differentiable at x for y and its second-order
epi-derivative is given by

D2
eΨ(x|y) =


ιR if x ̸= 0,
ιR− if x = 0 and y = −1,
ιR+ − 2 if x = 0 and y = 1,
ι{0} − y − 1 if x = 0 and y ∈ (−1, 1).

Finally the next proposition (which can be found in [2, Theorem 4.15 p.1714]) is the key point210
to derive our main results in the present work.211

Proposition 2.10. Let Ψ : R+ × H → R ∪ {+∞} be a function such that, for all t ≥ 0,
Ψ(t, ·) : H → R∪ {+∞} is a proper, lower semi-continuous and convex function. Let F : R+ → H
and u : R+ → H be defined by

u(t) := proxΨ(t,·)(F (t)),

for all t ≥ 0. If the conditions212
(i) F is differentiable at t = 0;213
(ii) Ψ is twice epi-differentiable at u(0) for F (0)− u(0) ∈ ∂Ψ(0, ·)(u(0));214
(iii) D2

eΨ(u(0)|F (0)− u(0)) is a proper function on H;215
are satisfied, then u is differentiable at t = 0 with

u′(0) = proxD2
eΨ(u(0)|F (0)−u(0))(F

′(0)).
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2.2. Reminders on differential geometry. Let d ∈ N∗ be a positive integer, Ω be a216
nonempty bounded connected open subset of Rd with a Lipschitz boundary Γ := ∂Ω and n be217
the outward-pointing unit normal vector to Γ. In the whole paper we denote by C∞

0 (Ω) the218
set of functions that are infinitely differentiable with compact support in Ω, by C∞

0 (Ω)′ the set of219
distributions on Ω, for (m, p) ∈ N×N∗, by Wm,p(Ω), L2(Γ), H1/2(Γ), H−1/2(Γ), the usual Lebesgue220
and Sobolev spaces endowed with their standard norms, and we denote by Hm(Ω) := Wm,2(Ω)221
and by Hdiv(Ω) := {w ∈ (L2(Ω))d | div(w) ∈ L2(Ω)}. The next proposition, known as divergence222
formula, can be found in [5, Theorem 4.4.7 p.104].223

Proposition 2.11 (Divergence formula). If w ∈ Hdiv(Ω), then w admits a normal trace,
denoted by w · n ∈ H−1/2(Γ), satisfying∫

Ω

div(w)v +

∫
Ω

w · ∇v = ⟨w · n, v⟩H−1/2(Γ)×H1/2(Γ) , ∀v ∈ H1(Ω).

The following propositions will be useful and their proofs can be found in [24].224

Proposition 2.12. Let V ∈ C1(Rd,Rd)∩W1,∞(Rd,Rd) and v ∈ H1(Ω) such that ∆v ∈ L2(Ω).
Then the equality

∆(V · ∇v) = div
(
(∆v)V − div(V )∇v + (∇V +∇V ⊤)∇v

)
,

holds true in C∞
0 (Ω)′.225

Proposition 2.13. Assume that Γ is of class C2 and let V ∈ C1(Rd,Rd). It holds that226 ∫
Γ

(V · ∇v + vdivΓ(V )) =

∫
Γ

V · n(∂nv +Hv), ∀v ∈ W2,1(Ω),227

where divΓ(V ) := div(V )− (∇V n ·n) ∈ L∞(Γ) is the tangential divergence of V , ∂nv := ∇v ·n ∈228
L1(Γ) is the normal derivative of v, and H stands for the mean curvature of Γ.229

Proposition 2.14. Assume that Γ is of class C2 and let w ∈ H3(Ω). It holds that230

∆w = ∆Γw +H∂nw +
∂2w

∂n2
a.e. on Γ,231

where ∆Γw ∈ L2(Γ) stands for the Laplace-Beltrami operator of w (see, e.g., [24, Definition 5.4.11232

p.196]), and ∂2w
∂n2 := D2(w)n·n ∈ L2(Γ), where D2(w) stands for the Hessian matrix of w. Moreover233

it holds that234 ∫
Γ

v∆Γw = −
∫
Γ

∇Γv · ∇Γw, ∀v ∈ H2(Ω),235

where ∇Γv := ∇v − (∂nv)n ∈ H1/2(Γ,Rd) stands for the tangential gradient of v.236

2.3. Reminders on three basic nonlinear boundary value problems. As mentioned237
in Introduction, the major part of the present work consists in performing the sensitivity analysis238
of a scalar Tresca friction problem with respect to shape perturbation. To this aim three classical239
boundary value problems will be involved: a Neumann problem, a scalar Signorini problem and,240
of course, a scalar Tresca friction problem. Our aim in this subsection is to recall basic notions241
and results concerning these three boundary value problems for the reader’s convenience. Since242
the proofs are very similar to the ones detailed in our paper [3], they will be omitted here.243

Let d ∈ N∗ be a positive integer and Ω be a nonempty bounded connected open subset of Rd
with a Lipschitz continuous boundary Γ := ∂Ω. Consider also h ∈ L2(Ω), k ∈ L2(Ω), ℓ ∈ L2(Γ),
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w ∈ H1/2(Γ) and M ∈ L∞(Ω,Rd×d) satisfying

h ≥ α a.e. on Ω and M(x)y · y ≥ γ∥y∥2, ∀y ∈ Rd,

for some α > 0, γ > 0, where M(x) is a symmetric matrix for almost every x ∈ Ω, and where ∥ · ∥
stands for the usual Euclidean norm of Rd. From those assumptions, note that the map

⟨·, ·⟩M,h : H1(Ω)×H1(Ω) −→ R

(v1, v2) 7−→ ⟨v1, v2⟩M,h :=

∫
Ω

M∇v1 · ∇v2 +
∫
Ω

v1v2h,

is a scalar product on H1(Ω).244

2.3.1. A Neumann problem. Consider the Neumann problem given by245

(NP)
{
−div(M∇F ) + Fh = k in Ω,

M∇F · n = ℓ on Γ,
246

where the data have been introduced at the beginning of Section 2.3.247

Definition 2.15 (Solution to the Neumann problem). A (strong) solution to the Neumann248
problem (NP) is a function F ∈ H1(Ω) such that −div(M∇F )+Fh = k in C∞

0 (Ω)′ and M∇F ·n ∈249
L2(Γ) with M∇F · n = ℓ a.e. on Γ.250

Definition 2.16 (Weak solution to the Neumann problem). A weak solution to the Neumann251
problem (NP) is a function F ∈ H1(Ω) such that252 ∫

Ω

M∇F · ∇v +
∫
Ω

Fvh =

∫
Ω

kv +

∫
Γ

ℓv, ∀v ∈ H1(Ω).253

Proposition 2.17. A function F ∈ H1(Ω) is a (strong) solution to the Neumann prob-254
lem (NP) if and only if F is a weak solution to the Neumann problem (NP).255

From the assumptions on M and h and using the Riesz representation theorem, one can easily256
get the following existence/uniqueness result.257

Proposition 2.18. The Neumann problem (NP) possesses a unique (strong) solution F ∈258
H1(Ω).259

2.3.2. A scalar Signorini problem. In this part we assume that Γ is decomposed (up to a
null set) as

ΓN ∪ ΓD ∪ ΓS− ∪ ΓS+,

where ΓN, ΓD, ΓS− and ΓS+ are four measurable pairwise disjoint subsets of Γ. Consider the scalar260
Signorini problem given by261

(SP)


−∆u+ u = k in Ω,

u = w on ΓD,
∂nu = ℓ on ΓN,

u ≤ w, ∂nu ≤ ℓ and (u− w) (∂nu− ℓ) = 0 on ΓS−,
u ≥ w, ∂nu ≥ ℓ and (u− w) (∂nu− ℓ) = 0 on ΓS+,

262

where the data have been introduced at the beginning of Section 2.3.263

Definition 2.19 (Solution to the scalar Signorini problem). A (strong) solution to the scalar264
Signorini problem (SP) is a function u ∈ H1(Ω) such that −∆u + u = f in C∞

0 (Ω)′, u = w a.e.265
on ΓD, and also ∂nu ∈ L2(Γ0) with ∂nu = ℓ a.e. on ΓN, u ≤ w, ∂nu ≤ ℓ and (u−w)(∂nu− ℓ) = 0266
a.e. on ΓS−, u ≥ w, ∂nu ≥ ℓ and (u− w)(∂nu− ℓ) = 0 a.e. on ΓS+.267
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Definition 2.20 (Weak solution to the scalar Signorini problem). A weak solution to the268
scalar Signorini problem (SP) is a function u ∈ K1

w(Ω) such that269 ∫
Ω

∇u · ∇(v − u) +

∫
Ω

u(v − u) ≥
∫
Ω

k(v − u) +

∫
Γ

ℓ(v − u), ∀v ∈ K1
w(Ω),270

where K1
w(Ω) is the nonempty closed convex subset of H1(Ω) defined by

K1
w(Ω) :=

{
v ∈ H1(Ω) | v ≤ w a.e. on ΓS−, v = w a.e. on ΓD and v ≥ w a.e. on ΓS+

}
.

One can easily prove that a (strong) solution to the scalar Signorini problem (SP) is also a weak271
solution. However, to the best of our knowledge, one cannot prove the converse without additional272
assumptions. To get the equivalence, one can assume, in particular, that the decomposition ΓN ∪273
ΓD ∪ ΓS− ∪ ΓS+ is consistent in the following sense.274

Definition 2.21 (Consistent decomposition). The decomposition ΓN ∪ ΓD ∪ ΓS− ∪ ΓS+ is275
said to be consistent if276

(i) For almost all s ∈ ΓS− (resp. ΓS+), s ∈ intΓ(ΓS−) (resp. s ∈ intΓ(ΓS+)), where the277
notation intΓ stands for the interior relative to Γ;278

(ii) The nonempty closed convex subset K1/2
w (Γ) of H1/2(Γ) defined by

K1/2
w (Γ) :=

{
v ∈ H1/2(Γ) | v ≤ w a.e. on ΓS−, v = w a.e. on ΓD and v ≥ w a.e.on ΓS+

}
,

is dense in the nonempty closed convex subset K0
w(Γ) of L2(Γ) defined by

K0
w(Γ) :=

{
v ∈ L2(Γ) | v ≤ w a.e. on ΓS−, v = w a.e. on ΓD and v ≥ w a.e. on ΓS+

}
.

Proposition 2.22. Let u ∈ H1(Ω).279
(i) If u is a (strong) solution to the scalar Signorini problem (SP), then u is a weak solution280

to the scalar Signorini problem (SP).281
(ii) If u is a weak solution to the scalar Signorini problem (SP) such that ∂nu ∈ L2(Γ) and282

the decomposition ΓN ∪ ΓD ∪ ΓS− ∪ ΓS+ is consistent, then u is a (strong) solution to the283
scalar Signorini problem (SP).284

Using the classical characterization of the projection operator, one can easily get the following285
existence/uniqueness result.286

Proposition 2.23. The scalar Signorini problem (SP) admits a unique weak solution u ∈
H1(Ω) characterized by

u = projK1
w(Ω)(F ),

where F ∈ H1(Ω) is the unique solution to the Neumann problem{
−∆F + F = k in Ω,

∂nF = ℓ on Γ,

and where projK1
w(Ω) : H1(Ω) → H1(Ω) stands for the classical projection operator onto the287

nonempty closed convex subset K1
w(Ω) of H1(Ω) for the usual scalar product ⟨·, ·⟩H1(Ω).288

2.3.3. A scalar Tresca friction problem. In this part we assume that ℓ > 0 a.e. on Γ.289
Consider the scalar Tresca friction problem given by290

(TP)
{

−div(M∇u) + uh = k in Ω,
|M∇u · n| ≤ ℓ and uM∇u · n+ ℓ |u| = 0 on Γ,

291

where the data have been introduced at the beginning of Section 2.3.292
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Definition 2.24 (Solution to the scalar Tresca friction problem). A (strong) solution to the293
scalar Tresca friction problem (TP) is a function u ∈ H1(Ω) such that −div(M∇u) + uh = k294
in C∞

0 (Ω)′, M∇u·n ∈ L2(Γ) with |M(s)∇u(s)·n(s)| ≤ ℓ(s) and u(s)M(s)∇u(s)·n(s)+ℓ(s)|u(s)| = 0295
for almost all s ∈ Γ.296

Definition 2.25 (Weak solution to the scalar Tresca friction problem). A weak solution to297
the scalar Tresca friction problem (TP) is a function u ∈ H1(Ω) such that298 ∫

Ω

M∇u · ∇(v − u) +

∫
Ω

uh(v − u) +

∫
Γ

ℓ|v| −
∫
Γ

ℓ|u| ≥
∫
Ω

k(v − u), ∀v ∈ H1(Ω).299

Proposition 2.26. A function u ∈ H1(Ω) is a (strong) solution to the scalar Tresca friction300
problem (TP) if and only if u is a weak solution to the scalar Tresca friction problem (TP).301

Using the classical characterization of the proximal operator, we obtain the following exis-302
tence/uniqueness result.303

Proposition 2.27. The scalar Tresca friction problem (TP) admits a unique (strong) solu-
tion u ∈ H1(Ω) characterized by

u = proxϕ(F ),

where F ∈ H1(Ω) is the unique solution to the Neumann problem{
−div(M∇F ) + Fh = k in Ω,

M∇F · n = 0 on Γ,

and where proxϕ : H1(Ω) → H1(Ω) stands for the proximal operator associated with the Tresca304
friction functional given by305

ϕ : H1(Ω) −→ R

v 7−→ ϕ(v) :=

∫
Γ

ℓ|v|,

306

considered on the Hilbert space (H1(Ω), ⟨·, ·⟩M,h).307

3. Main theoretical results. Let d ∈ N∗ be a positive integer and let f ∈ H1(Rd) and g ∈308
H2(Rd) be such that g > 0 a.e. on Rd. In this paper we consider the shape optimization problem309
given by310

minimize
Ω∈U
|Ω|=λ

J (Ω),311

where312

U := {Ω ⊂ Rd | Ω nonempty connected bounded open subset of Rd with Lipschitz boundary},313

with the volume constraint |Ω| = λ > 0, where J : U → R is the Tresca energy functional defined314
by315

J (Ω) :=
1

2

∫
Ω

(
∥∇uΩ∥2 + |uΩ|2

)
+

∫
Γ

g|uΩ| −
∫
Ω

fuΩ,316

where Γ := ∂Ω is the boundary of Ω and where uΩ ∈ H1(Ω) stands for the unique solution to the317
scalar Tresca friction problem given by318

(TPΩ)
{

−∆u+ u = f in Ω,
|∂nu| ≤ g and u∂nu+ g|u| = 0 on Γ,

319
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for all Ω ∈ U . From Subsection 2.3.3, note that J can also be expressed as

J (Ω) = −1

2

∫
Ω

(
∥∇uΩ∥2 + |uΩ|2

)
,

for all Ω ∈ U .320
In the whole section let us fix Ω0 ∈ U . We denote by id : Rd → Rd the identity operator. Our

aim here is to prove that, under appropriate assumptions, the functional J is shape differentiable
at Ω0, in the sense that the map

C1,∞(Rd,Rd) −→ R
V 7−→ J ((id+ V )(Ω0)),

where C1,∞(Rd,Rd) := C1(Rd,Rd) ∩ W1,∞(Rd,Rd), is Gateaux differentiable at 0, and to give321
an expression of the Gateaux differential, denoted by J ′(Ω0), which is called the shape gradient322
of J at Ω0. To this aim we have to perform the sensitivity analysis of the scalar Tresca friction323
problem (TPΩ) with respect to the shape, and then characterize the material and shape directional324
derivatives.325

For better organization, this part will be done in the following three separate subsections326
below. In Subsection 3.1, we perturb the scalar Tresca friction problem (TPΩ0

) with respect to the327
shape. In Subsection 3.2, under appropriate assumptions, we characterize the material directional328
derivative as solution to a variational inequality (see Theorem 3.6). Additionally, assuming a329
regularity assumption on the solution to the scalar Tresca friction problem, we characterize the330
material and shape directional derivatives as being weak solutions to scalar Signorini problems331
(see Corollaries 3.9 and 3.11). Finally we prove in Subsection 3.3 our main result asserting that,332
under appropriate assumptions, the functional J is shape differentiable at Ω0 and we provide an333
expression of the shape gradient J ′(Ω0) (see Theorem 3.12 and Corollary 3.13).334

3.1. Setting of the shape perturbation and preliminaries. Consider V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd)335
and, for all t ≥ 0 sufficiently small such that id + tV is a C1-diffeomorphism of Rd, consider the336
shape perturbed scalar Tresca friction problem given by337

(TPt)
{

−∆ut + ut = f in Ωt,
|∂nut| ≤ g and ut∂nut + g|ut| = 0 on Γt,

338

where Ωt := (id + tV )(Ω0) ∈ U and Γt := ∂Ωt = (id + tV )(Γ0). From Subsection 2.3.3, there339
exists a unique solution ut ∈ H1(Ωt) to (TPt) which satisfies340 ∫

Ωt

∇ut · ∇(v − ut) +

∫
Ωt

ut(v − ut) +

∫
Γt

g|v| −
∫
Γt

g|ut| ≥
∫
Ωt

f(v − ut), ∀v ∈ H1(Ωt).341

Following the usual strategy in shape optimization literature (see, e.g., [24]) and using the change342
of variables id+ tV , we prove that ut := ut ◦ (id+ tV ) ∈ H1(Ω0) satisfies343

344 ∫
Ω0

At∇ut · ∇(v − ut) +

∫
Ω0

ut(v − ut)Jt +

∫
Γ0

gtJTt |v| −
∫
Γ0

gtJTt |ut|345

≥
∫
Ω0

ftJt(v − ut), ∀v ∈ H1(Ω0),346
347

where ft := f ◦ (id+ tV ) ∈ H1(Rd), gt := g ◦ (id+ tV ) ∈ H2(Rd), Jt := det(I + t∇V ) ∈ L∞(Rd)348
is the Jacobian determinant, At := det(I + t∇V )(I + t∇V )−1(I + t∇V ⊤)−1 ∈ L∞(Rd,Rd×d)349
and JTt := det(I + t∇V )∥(I + t∇V ⊤)−1n∥ ∈ C0(Γ0) is the tangential Jacobian, where I stands for350
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the identity matrix of Rd×d. Therefore, we deduce from Subsection 2.3.3 that ut ∈ H1(Ω0) is the351
unique solution to the perturbed scalar Tresca friction problem352

(TPt)
{

−div (At∇ut) + utJt = ftJt in Ω0,
|At∇ut · n| ≤ gtJTt

and utAt∇ut · n+ gtJTt
|ut| = 0 on Γ0,

353

and can be expressed as
ut = proxϕt

(Ft),

where Ft ∈ H1(Ω0) is the unique solution to the perturbed Neumann problem354 {
−div (At∇Ft) + FtJt = ftJt in Ω0,

At∇Ft · n = 0 on Γ0,
355

and proxϕt
: H1(Ω0) → H1(Ω0) is the proximal operator associated with the perturbed Tresca

friction functional
ϕt : H1(Ω0) −→ R

v 7−→ ϕt(v) :=

∫
Γ0

gtJTt |v|,

considered on the perturbed Hilbert space (H1(Ω0), ⟨·, ·⟩At,Jt
).356

Since the derivative of the map t ∈ R+ 7→ Ft ∈ H1(Ω0) at t = 0 is well known in the literature357
(it can be proved in a similar way as in Lemma 3.2 below), one might believe that Proposition 2.10358
could allow to compute the derivative of the map t ∈ R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ω0) at t = 0 (that is,359
the material directional derivative) under the assumption of the twice epi-differentiability of the360
parameterized functional ϕt. This would be very similar to the strategy developed in our previous361
paper [9] in which we have considered a simpler case where Jt = JTt

= 1 and At = I and where,362
therefore, the scalar product ⟨·, ·⟩At,Jt

was independent of t. However, in the present work, we face363
a scalar product ⟨·, ·⟩At,Jt

that is t-dependent and we need to overcome this difficulty as follows.364
Let us write At = I + (At − I) and Jt = 1 + (Jt − 1) to get365

366

⟨ut, v − ut⟩H1(Ω0)
+

∫
Γ0

gtJTt
|v| −

∫
Γ0

gtJTt
|ut| ≥

∫
Ω0

ftJt(v − ut)367

−
∫
Ω0

(At − I)∇ut · ∇(v − ut)−
∫
Ω0

(Jt − 1)ut (v − ut) , ∀v ∈ H1(Ω0),368
369

and thus370

ut = proxΦ(t,·)(Et),371

where Et ∈ H1(Ω0) stands for the unique solution to the perturbed variational Neumann problem372
given by373

⟨Et, v⟩H1(Ω0)
=

∫
Ω0

ftJtv −
∫
Ω0

(At − I)∇ut · ∇v −
∫
Ω0

(Jt − 1)utv, ∀v ∈ H1(Ω0),374

and where proxΦ(t,·) : H
1(Ω0) → H1(Ω0) is the proximal operator associated with the parameterized375

Tresca friction functional defined by376

Φ : R+ ×H1(Ω0) −→ R

(t, v) 7−→ Φ(t, v) :=

∫
Γ0

gtJTt
|v|,

377

considered on the standard Hilbert space (H1(Ω0), ⟨·, ·⟩H1(Ω0)
) whose scalar product is the usual t-378

independent one.379
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Remark 3.1. Note that the existence/uniqueness of the solution Et ∈ H1(Ω0) to the above380
perturbed variational Neumann problem can be easily derived from the Riesz representation theo-381
rem. Furthermore note that, if div ((At − I)∇ut) ∈ L2(Ω0), then the above perturbed variational382
Neumann problem corresponds exactly to the weak variational formulation of the perturbed Neu-383
mann problem given by384 {

−∆Et + Et = ftJt − (Jt − 1)ut + div ((At − I)∇ut) in Ω0,
∂nEt = − (At − I)∇ut · n on Γ0.

385

For instance, note that the condition div ((At − I)∇ut) ∈ L2(Ω0) is satisfied when ut ∈ H2(Ω0).386

Now our next step is to derive the differentiability of the map t ∈ R+ 7→ Et ∈ H1(Ω0) at t = 0.387
To this aim let us recall that (see [24]):388

(i) The map t ∈ R+ 7→ Jt ∈ L∞(Rd) is differentiable at t = 0 with derivative given by div(V );389
(ii) The map t ∈ R+ 7→ ftJt ∈ L2(Rd) is differentiable at t = 0 with derivative given390

by fdiv(V ) +∇f · V ;391
(iii) The map t ∈ R+ 7→ At ∈ L∞(Rd,Rd×d) is differentiable at t = 0 with derivative given392

by A′
0 := −∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I;393

(iv) The map t ∈ R+ 7→ gtJTt
∈ L2(Γ0) is differentiable at t = 0 with derivative given394

by ∇g · V + gdivΓ0
(V ).395

Lemma 3.2. The map t ∈ R+ 7→ Et ∈ H1(Ω0) is differentiable at t = 0 and its derivative,396
denoted by E′

0 ∈ H1(Ω0), is the unique solution to the variational Neumann problem given by397
398

(3.1) ⟨E′
0, v⟩H1(Ω0)

=

∫
Ω0

(fdiv(V ) +∇f · V ) v399

−
∫
Ω0

(
−∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I

)
∇u0 · ∇v −

∫
Ω0

div(V )u0v, ∀v ∈ H1(Ω0).400
401

Proof. Using the Riesz representation theorem, we denote by Z ∈ H1(Ω0) the unique solution402
to the above variational Neumann problem. From linearity we get that403

404 ∥∥∥∥Et − E0

t
− Z

∥∥∥∥
H1(Ω0)

≤
∥∥∥∥ftJt − f

t
− (fdiv(V ) +∇f · V )

∥∥∥∥
L2(Rd)

405

+

∥∥∥∥At − I

t
−
(
−∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I

)∥∥∥∥
L∞(Rd,Rd×d)

∥ut∥H1(Ω0)
406

+
∥∥∥−∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I

∥∥∥
L∞(Rd,Rd×d)

∥ut − u0∥H1(Ω0)
407

+

∥∥∥∥Jt − 1

t
− div(V )

∥∥∥∥
L∞(Rd)

∥ut∥H1(Ω0)
+ ∥div(V )∥L∞(Rd) ∥ut − u0∥H1(Ω0)

,408
409

for all t > 0. Therefore, to conclude the proof, we only need to prove the continuity of the410
map t ∈ R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ω0) at t = 0. To this aim let us take v = u0 in the weak variational411
formulation of ut and v = ut in the weak variational formulation of u0 to get412

413

− ∥ut − u0∥2H1(Ω0)
+

∫
Ω0

(At − I)∇ut · ∇(u0 − ut)414

+

∫
Ω0

(Jt − 1)ut (u0 − ut) +

∫
Γ0

(gtJTt
− g) (|u0| − |ut|) ≥

∫
Ω0

(ftJt − f) (u0 − ut) ,415
416

which leads to417
418
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∥ut − u0∥H1(Ω0)
≤
(
∥At − I∥L∞(Rd,Rd×d) + ∥Jt − 1∥L∞(Rd)

)
∥ut∥H1(Ω0)

419

+ C ∥gtJTt − g∥L2(Γ0)
+ ∥ftJt − f∥L2(Rd) ,420421

for all t ≥ 0, where C > 0 is a constant that depends only on Ω0. Therefore, to conclude the proof,
we only need to prove that the map t ∈ R+ 7→ ∥ut∥H1(Ω0)

∈ R is bounded for t ≥ 0 sufficiently
small. For this purpose, let us take v = 0 in the weak variational formulation of ut to get that∫

Ω0

At∇ut · ∇ut +
∫
Ω0

|ut|2Jt ≤
∫
Ω0

ftJtut −
∫
Γ0

gtJTt
|ut|,

for all t ≥ 0, and thus
∥ut∥H1(Ω0)

≤ 2
(
∥f∥H1(Rd) + 2 ∥g∥H1(Rd)

)
,

for all t ≥ 0 sufficiently small, which concludes the proof.422

Remark 3.3. Note that, if div((−∇V −∇V ⊤+div(V )I)∇u0) ∈ L2(Ω0), then the variational423
Neumann problem in Lemma 3.2 corresponds exactly to the weak variational formulation of the424
Neumann problem given by425 −∆E′

0 + E′
0 = fdiv(V ) +∇f · V − div(V )u0 + div

((
−∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I

)
∇u0

)
in Ω0,

∂nE
′
0 =

(
∇V +∇V ⊤ − div(V )I

)
∇u0 · n on Γ0.

426

For instance, note that the condition div((−∇V − ∇V ⊤ + div(V )I)∇u0) ∈ L2(Ω0) is satisfied427
when u0 ∈ H2(Ω0).428

3.2. Material and shape directional derivatives. Consider the framework of Subsec-429
tion 3.1. In particular recall that g ∈ H2(Rd) with g > 0 a.e. on Rd. Our aim in this subsec-430
tion is to characterize the material directional derivative, that is, the derivative of the map t ∈431
R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ω0) at t = 0, and then to deduce an expression of the shape directional de-432
rivative defined by u′0 := u′0 − ∇u0 · V (which roughly corresponds to the derivative of the433
map t ∈ R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ωt) at t = 0).434

In the previous Subsection 3.1, since we have expressed ut = proxΦ(t,·)(Et) and characterized435

in Lemma 3.2 the derivative of the map t ∈ R+ 7→ Et ∈ H1(Ω0) at t = 0, our idea is to use436
Proposition 2.10 in order to derive the material directional derivative. To this aim the twice epi-437
differentiability of the parameterized Tresca friction functional Φ has to be investigated as we did438
in our previous paper [9] from which the next two lemmas are extracted.439

Lemma 3.4 (Second-order difference quotient function of Φ). Consider the framework of440
Subsection 3.1. For all t > 0, u ∈ H1(Ω) and v ∈ ∂Φ(0, ·)(u), it holds that441

(3.2) ∆2
tΦ(u|v)(w) =

∫
Γ0

∆2
tG(s)(u(s)|∂nv(s))(w(s)) ds,442

for all w ∈ H1(Ω), where, for almost all s ∈ Γ0, ∆2
tG(s)(u(s)|∂nv(s)) stands for the second-order

difference quotient function of G(s) at u(s) ∈ R for ∂nv(s) ∈ g(s)∂|·|(u(s)), with G(s) defined by

G(s) : R+ × R −→ R
(t, x) 7−→ G(s)(t, x) := gt(s)JTt

(s)|x|.

Lemma 3.5 (Second-order epi-derivative of G(s)). Consider the framework of Subsection 3.1
and assume that, for almost all s ∈ Γ0, g has a directional derivative at s in any direction. Then, for
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almost all s ∈ Γ0, the map G(s) is twice epi-differentiable at any x ∈ R and for all y ∈ g(s)∂|·|(x)
with

D2
eG(s)(x|y)(z) = ιKx,

y
g(s)

(z) + (∇g(s) · V (s) + g(s)divΓ0
(V )(s))

y

g(s)
z,

for all z ∈ R, where ιKx,
y

g(s)

stands for the indicator function of the nonempty closed convex443

subset Kx, y
g(s)

of R (see Example 2.8).444

We are now in a position to derive our first main result.445

Theorem 3.6 (Material directional derivative). Consider the framework of Subsection 3.1446
and assume that:447

(i) For almost all s ∈ Γ0, g has a directional derivative at s in any direction.448
(ii) Φ is twice epi-differentiable at u0 for E0 − u0 ∈ ∂Φ(0, ·)(u0) with449

(3.3) D2
eΦ(u0|E0 − u0)(w) =

∫
Γ0

D2
eG(s)(u0(s)|∂n(E0 − u0)(s))(w(s)) ds,450

for all w ∈ H1(Ω).451
Then the map t ∈ R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ω0) is differentiable at t = 0, and its derivative (that is, the452
material directional derivative), denoted by u′0 ∈ H1(Ω0), is the unique solution to the variational453
inequality454

455

(3.4) ⟨u′0, v − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)
≥
∫
Ω0

V · ∇u0 (v − u′0)456

−
∫
Ω0

((
−∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I

)
∇u0 −∆u0V

)
· ∇(v − u′0)457

+

∫
Γ0

(
V · n (f − u0) +

(
∇g
g

· V + divΓ0(V )

)
∂nu0

)
(v − u′0) , ∀v ∈ K

u0,
∂n(E0−u0)

g

,458
459

where K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

is the nonempty closed convex subset of H1(Ω0) defined by

K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

:=
{
v ∈ H1(Ω0) | v ≤ 0 a.e. on Γu0,g

S− , v ≥ 0 a.e. on Γu0,g
S+ , v = 0 a.e. on Γu0,g

D

}
,

where Γ0 is decomposed, up to a null set, as Γu0,g
N ∪ Γu0,g

D ∪ Γu0,g
S− ∪ Γu0,g

S+ , where

Γu0,g
N := {s ∈ Γ0 | u0(s) ̸= 0} ,

Γu0,g
D := {s ∈ Γ0 | u0(s) = 0 and ∂nu0(s) ∈ (−g(s), g(s))} ,

Γu0,g
S− := {s ∈ Γ0 | u0(s) = 0 and ∂nu0(s) = g(s)} ,

Γu0,g
S+ := {s ∈ Γ0 | u0(s) = 0 and ∂nu0(s) = −g(s)} .

Proof. The proof is almost identical to [9, Theorem 3.21 p.19]. From Hypothesis (ii) and460
Lemma 3.5, it follows that461

462

D2
eΦ(u0|E0 − u0)(w) = ιK

u0,
∂n(E0−u0)

g

(w)463

+

∫
Γ0

(∇g(s) · V (s) + g(s)divΓ0
(V )(s))

∂n(E0 − u0)(s)

g(s)
w(s)ds,464

465

for all w ∈ H1(Ω0), where K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

is the nonempty closed convex subset of H1(Ω0) defined
by

K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

:=

{
w ∈ H1(Ω0) | w(s) ∈ K

u0(s),
∂n(E0−u0)(s)

g(s)
for almost all s ∈ Γ0

}
,
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which coincides with the definition given in Theorem 3.6. Moreover D2
eΦ(u0|E0 − u0) is a proper

lower semi-continuous convex function on H1(Ω0), and from Lemma 3.2, the map t ∈ R+ 7→ Et ∈
H1(Ω0) is differentiable at t = 0, with its derivative E′

0 ∈ H1(Ω0) being the unique solution to the
variational Neumann problem (3.1). Thus, using Theorem 2.10, the map t ∈ R+ 7→ ut ∈ H1(Ω0)
is differentiable at t = 0, and its derivative u′0 ∈ H1(Ω0) satisfies

u′0 = proxD2
eΦ(u0|E0−u0)(E

′
0).

From the definition of the proximal operator (see Proposition 2.1), this leads to

⟨E′
0 − u′0, v − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)

≤ D2
eΦ(u0|E0 − u0)(v)−D2

eΦ(u0|E0 − u0)(u
′
0),

for all v ∈ H1(Ω0). Hence one gets466
467

(3.5) ⟨u′0, v − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)
≥
∫
Ω0

div(fV ) (v − u′0)−
∫
Ω0

div(V )u0 (v − u′0)468

−
∫
Ω0

(
−∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I

)
∇u0 · ∇(v − u′0)469

+

∫
Γ0

(∇g · V + gdivΓ0(V ))
∂nu0
g

(v − u′0) ,470
471

for all v ∈ K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

. Using the divergence formula (see Proposition 2.11) and the equal-472

ity −∆u0 + u0 = f in L2(Ω0), we obtain that u′0 is solution to (3.4) and the uniqueness follows473
from the classical Stampacchia theorem [12].474

Remark 3.7. Note that Equality (3.3) in the second assumption of Theorem 3.6 exactly cor-475
responds to the inversion of the symbols ME-lim and

∫
Γ0

in Equality (3.2). In a general context,476

this is an open question. Nevertheless sufficient conditions can be derived and we refer to [3,477
Appendix B] and [9, Appendix A] for examples.478

Remark 3.8. Consider the framework of Theorem 3.6 which is dependent of V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd)
and let us denote by u′0(V ) := u′0. One can easily see that

u′0(α1V1 + α2V2) = α1u
′
0(V1) + α2u

′
0(V2).

for any V1, V2 ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd) and for any nonnegative real numbers α1 ≥ 0, α2 ≥ 0. However,479
this is not true for negative real numbers and justify why, in the present work, we call u′0 as480
material directional derivative (instead of simply material derivative as usually in the literature).481
This nonlinearity is standard in shape optimization for variational inequalities (see, e.g., [25] or [37,482
Section 4]).483

The presentation of Theorem 3.6 can be improved under additional regularity assumptions.484

Corollary 3.9. Consider the framework of Theorem 3.6 with the additional assumptions485
that u0 ∈ H3(Ω0) and V ∈ C2,∞(Rd,Rd) := C2(Rd,Rd) ∩ W2,∞(Rd,Rd). Then u′0 ∈ H1(Ω0)486
is the unique weak solution to the scalar Signorini problem given by487

(3.6)


−∆u′0 + u′0 = −∆(V · ∇u0) + V · ∇u0 in Ω0,

u′0 = 0 on Γu0,g
D ,

∂nu
′
0 = hm(V ) on Γu0,g

N ,
u′0 ≤ 0, ∂nu′0 ≤ hm(V ) and u′0 (∂nu

′
0 − hm(V )) = 0 on Γu0,g

S− ,
u′0 ≥ 0, ∂nu′0 ≥ hm(V ) and u′0 (∂nu

′
0 − hm(V )) = 0 on Γu0,g

S+ ,

488

where hm(V ) := (∇gg · V −∇V n · n)∂nu0 + (∇V +∇V ⊤)∇u0 · n ∈ L2(Γ0).489
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Proof. Since u0 ∈ H2(Ω0) and V ∈ C2,∞(Rd,Rd), we deduce that div((−∇V − ∇V ⊤ +490
div(V )I)∇u0) ∈ L2(Ω0). Using the divergence formula (see Proposition 2.11) in Inequality (3.4),491
we get that492

493

⟨u′0, v − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)
≥
∫
Ω0

V · ∇u0 (v − u′0) +

∫
Ω0

∆u0V · ∇(v − u′0)494

+

∫
Ω0

div
((

−∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I
)
∇u0

)
(v − u′0)495

+

∫
Γ0

(
V · n (f − u0) +

(
∇V +∇V ⊤

)
∇u0 · n+

(
∇g
g

· V −∇V n · n
)
∂nu0

)
(v − u′0) ,496

497

for all v ∈ K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

. Moreover, since ∆u = u−f ∈ H1(Ω0), it holds that div(∆u0V ) ∈ L2(Ω0).498

Thus, using again the divergence formula, one deduces499
500

(3.7) ⟨u′0, v − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)
≥
∫
Ω0

−div
(
(∆u0)V − div(V )∇u0 + (∇V +∇V ⊤)∇u0

)
(v − u′0)501

+

∫
Ω0

V · ∇u0 (v − u′0) +

∫
Γ0

hm(V ) (v − u′0) ,502
503

for all v ∈ K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

. Furthermore, one has ∆(V · ∇u0) ∈ L2(Ω0) from u0 ∈ H3(Ω0). Thus,504

using Proposition 2.12, it follows that505

⟨u′0, v − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)
≥
∫
Ω0

−∆(V · ∇u0) (v − u′0) +

∫
Ω0

V · ∇u0 (v − u′0) +

∫
Γ0

hm(V ) (v − u′0) ,506

for all v ∈ K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

which concludes the proof from Subsection 2.3.2.507

Remark 3.10. If Γ0 is sufficiently regular, then u0 ∈ H2(Ω0), and this is the best regularity508
result that can be obtained. We refer to [10, Chapter 1, Theorem I.10 p.43] and [10, Chapter 1,509
Remark I.26 p.47] for details. It does not mean that u0 /∈ H3(Ω0) in general. It just means that,510
in this reference, there is a counterexample in which u0 /∈ H3(Ω0) even if Γ0 is very smooth. Note511
that, from the proof of Corollary 3.9, one can get, under the weaker assumption u0 ∈ H2(Ω0), that512
the material directional derivative u′0 is the solution to the variational inequality (3.7) which is,513
from Subsection 2.3.2, the weak formulation of a Signorini problem with the source term given514
by −div((∆u0)V − div(V )∇u0 + (∇V +∇V ⊤)∇u0) ∈ L2(Ω0).515

Thanks to Corollary 3.9, we are now in a position to characterize the shape directional deriv-516
ative.517

Corollary 3.11 (Shape directional derivative). Consider the framework of Corollary 3.9518
with the additional assumption that Γ0 is of class C3. Then the shape directional derivative, defined519
by u′0 := u′0 −∇u0 ·V ∈ H1(Ω0), is the unique weak solution to the scalar Signorini problem given520
by521 

−∆u′0 + u′0 = 0 in Ω0,
u′0 = −V · ∇u0 on Γu0,g

D ,
∂nu

′
0 = hs(V ) on Γu0,g

N ,
u′0 ≤ −V · ∇u0, ∂nu′0 ≤ hs(V ) and (u′0 + V · ∇u0) (∂nu′0 − hs(V )) = 0 on Γu0,g

S− ,
u′0 ≥ −V · ∇u0, ∂nu′0 ≥ hs(V ) and (u′0 + V · ∇u0) (∂nu′0 − hs(V )) = 0 on Γu0,g

S+ ,

522

where hs(V ) := V · n(∂n(∂nu0)− ∂2u0

∂n2 ) +∇Γ0u0 · ∇Γ0(V · n)− g∇(∂nu0

g ) · V ∈ L2(Γ0).523
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Proof. From the weak variational formulation of u′0 given in Corollary 3.9 and using the di-
vergence formula (see Proposition 2.11), one can easily obtain that

⟨u′0, v − V · ∇u0 − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)
≥
∫
Γ0

(hm(V )−∇(V · ∇u0) · n) (v − V · ∇u0 − u′0) ,

for all v ∈ K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

(see notation introduced in Theorem 3.6), which can be rewritten as

⟨u′0, w − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)
≥
∫
Γ0

(hm(V )−∇(V · ∇u0) · n) (w − u′0) ,

for all w ∈ K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

−V ·∇u0. Since Γ0 is of class C3 and u0 ∈ H3(Ω0), the normal derivative524

of u0 can be extended into a function defined in Ω0 such that ∂nu0 ∈ H2(Ω0). Thus, it holds525
that v∂nu0 ∈ W2,1(Ω0) for all v ∈ C∞(Ω0), and one can use Propositions 2.12 and 2.13 to obtain526
that527

528 ∫
Γ0

(hm(V )−∇(V · ∇u0) · n) v529

=

∫
Γ0

V · n (−∇u0 · ∇v − u0v + fv +Hv∂nu0 + ∂n (v∂nu0))−
∫
Γ0

gv∇
(
∂nu0
g

)
· V ,530

531

for all v ∈ C∞(Ω0). Then, by using Proposition 2.14, one deduces that532

533 ∫
Γ0

(hm(V )−∇(V · ∇u0) · n) v534

=

∫
Γ0

(
V · n

(
∂n (∂nu0)−

∂2u0
∂n2

)
+∇Γ0u0 · ∇Γ0(V · n)− g∇

(
∂nu0
g

)
· V
)
v,535

536

for all v ∈ C∞(Ω0), and also for all v ∈ H1(Ω0) by density. Thus it follows that537

538
⟨u′0, w − u′0⟩H1(Ω0)

539

≥
∫
Γ0

(
V · n

(
∂n (∂nu0)−

∂2u0
∂n2

)
+∇Γ0

u0 · ∇Γ0
(V · n)− g∇

(
∂nu0
g

)
· V
)
(w − u′0) ,540

541

for all w ∈ K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

− V · ∇u0, which concludes the proof from Subsection 2.3.2.542

3.3. Shape gradient of the Tresca energy functional. Thanks to the characterization543
of the material directional derivative obtained in Theorem 3.6, we are now in a position to prove544
the main result of the present paper.545

Theorem 3.12. Consider the framework of Theorem 3.6. Then the Tresca energy functional J546
admits a shape gradient at Ω0 in any direction V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd) given by547

548

(3.8) J ′(Ω0)(V ) =
1

2

∫
Ω0

div(V ) ∥∇u0∥2 +
∫
Ω0

∇u0 · (∇V ∇u0 −∆u0V )549

+

∫
Γ0

(
V · n

(
|u0|2

2
− fu0

)
−
(
∇g
g

· V + divΓ0
(V )

)
u0∂nu0

)
.550

551
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Proof. By following the usual strategy developed in the shape optimization literature (see,552
e.g., [6, 24]) to compute the shape gradient of J at Ω0 in a direction V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd), one gets553

J ′(Ω0)(V ) = −1

2

∫
Ω0

(
∥∇u0∥2 + |u0|2

)
div(V ) +

∫
Ω0

∇u0 · ∇V ∇u0 − ⟨u′0, u0⟩H1(Ω0)
.554

On the other hand, since u′0 ± u0 ∈ K
u0,

∂n(E0−u0)
g

(see notation introduced in Theorem 3.6), we555

deduce from the weak variational formulation of u′0 that556
557

⟨u′0, u0⟩H1(Ω0)
=

∫
Ω0

u0V · ∇u0558

−
∫
Ω0

((
−∇V −∇V ⊤ + div(V )I

)
∇u0 −∆u0V

)
· ∇u0559

+

∫
Γ0

(
V · n

(
fu0 − |u0|2

)
+

(
∇g
g

· V + divΓ0
(V )

)
u0∂nu0

)
.560

561

The proof is complete thanks to the divergence formula (see Proposition 2.11).562

As we did in Corollary 3.9 for the material directional derivative, the presentation of Theo-563
rem 3.12 can be improved under additional assumptions.564

Corollary 3.13. Consider the framework of Theorem 3.12 with the additional assumptions
that d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, Γ0 is of class C3 and u0 ∈ H3(Ω0). Then the shape gradient of the Tresca
energy functional J at Ω0 in any direction V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd) is given by

J ′(Ω0)(V ) =

∫
Γ0

V · n

(
∥∇u0∥2 + |u0|2

2
− fu0 +Hg |u0| − ∂n (u0∂nu0) + gu0∇

(
∂nu0
g

)
· n

)
,

where H is the mean curvature of Γ0.565

Proof. Let V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd). Since u0 ∈ H2(Ω0) ⊂ H3(Ω0), it holds that∫
Ω0

div(V ) ∥∇u0∥2 = −
∫
Ω0

V · ∇
(
∥∇u0∥2

)
+

∫
Γ0

V · n ∥∇u0∥2 ,

and ∫
Ω0

∆u0V · ∇u0 = −
∫
Ω0

∇u0 · ∇(V · ∇u0) +
∫
Γ0

∂nu0V · ∇u0.

One deduces from (3.8) that566
567

(3.9) J ′(Ω0)(V ) =

∫
Γ0

V · n

(
∥∇u0∥2 + |u0|2

2
− fu0

)
568

−
∫
Γ0

(
∂nu0V · ∇u0 +

(
∇g
g

· V + divΓ0
(V )

)
u0∂nu0

)
.569

570

Moreover, since Γ0 is of class C3 and u0 ∈ H3(Ω0), the normal derivative of u0 can be extended
into a function defined in Ω0 such that ∂nu0 ∈ H2(Ω0). Therefore, using Proposition 2.13 with v =
u0∂nu0 ∈ W2,1(Ω0), one gets

J ′(Ω0)(V ) =

∫
Γ0

V ·n

(
∥∇u0∥2 + |u0|2

2
− fu0 −Hu0∂nu0 − ∂n (u0∂nu0)

)
+

∫
Γ0

gu0∇
(
∂nu0
g

)
·V .
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From the scalar Tresca friction law, one has Hu0∂nu0 = −Hg|u0| a.e. on Γ0. Now let us focus on
the last term. Since u0 = 0 on Γu0,g

D ∪ Γu0,g
S− ∪ Γu0,g

S+ , we have∫
Γ0

gu0∇
(
∂nu0
g

)
· V =

∫
Γ
u0,g

N

gu0∇
(
∂nu0
g

)
· V .

Let us introduce two disjoint subsets of Γ0 given by

Γu0,g
N+ := {s ∈ Γ0 | u0(s) > 0} and Γu0,g

N− := {s ∈ Γ0 | u0(s) < 0} .

Hence it follows that Γu0,g
N = Γu0,g

N+ ∪ Γu0,g
N− , with ∂nu0 = −g a.e. on Γu0,g

N+ , and ∂nu0 = g a.e.
on Γu0,g

N− . Moreover, since u0 ∈ H3(Ω) and d ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, we get from Sobolev embeddings (see,
e.g., [1, Chapter 4, p.79]) that u0 is continuous over Γ0, thus Γu0,g

N+ and Γu0,g
N− are open subsets

of Γ0. Hence ∇Γ0(
∂nu0

g ) = 0 a.e. on Γu0,g
N+ ∪ Γu0,g

N− , and one deduces that∫
Γ
u0,g

N

gu0∇
(
∂nu0
g

)
· V =

∫
Γ
u0,g

N

V · n
(
gu0∇

(
∂nu0
g

)
· n
)
,

which concludes the proof.571

Remark 3.14. Under the weaker condition u0 ∈ H2(Ω0) (satisfied if Γ0 is sufficiently regular,572
see Remark 3.10), one can follow the proof of Corollary 3.13 and obtain that the shape gradient573
of J is given by Equality (3.9).574

Remark 3.15. Consider the framework of Theorem 3.12. We have seen in Remark 3.8 that575
the expression of the material directional derivative u′0 is not linear with respect to V . However576
one can observe that the scalar product ⟨u′0, u0⟩H1(Ω0)

, that appears in the proof of Theorem 3.12,577

is. This leads to an expression of the shape gradient J ′(Ω0)(V ) in Theorem 3.12 that is linear578
with respect to V . Hence we deduce that the Tresca energy functional J is shape differentiable579
at Ω0. Furthermore note that the shape gradient J ′(Ω0)(V ) depends only on u0 (and not on u′0)580
and therefore does not require the introduction of an appropriate adjoint problem to be computed581
explicitly. The linear explicit expression of J ′(Ω0)(V ) with respect to the direction V will allow582
us in the next Section 4 to exhibit a descent direction for numerical simulations in order to solve583
the shape optimization problem (1.1) on a two-dimensional example. It is worth noting that all584
previous comments are specific to the Tresca energy functional J . Other cost functionals, such585
as the least-square functional, can pose challenges to correctly define an adjoint problem due to586
nonlinearities in shape gradients. Note that these difficulties do not appear in the literature when587
using regularization procedures (see, e.g., [25]). Our approach, which is solely based on convex and588
variational analysis, does not address this challenge yet, and we believe it is an interesting area for589
future research.590

Remark 3.16. Let us recall that the standard Neumann energy functional is591

JN(Ω) :=
1

2

∫
Ω

(
∥∇wN,Ω∥2 + |wN,Ω|2

)
+

∫
Γ

gwN,Ω −
∫
Ω

fwN,Ω,592

for all Ω ∈ U , where wN,Ω ∈ H1(Ω) is the unique solution to the standard Neumann problem593

(SNPΩ)
{
−∆wN,Ω + wN,Ω = f in Ω,

∂nwN,Ω = −g on Γ.
594

One can prove (see, e.g., [6, 24]) that the shape gradient of the Neumann energy functional JN

at Ω0 ∈ U in any direction V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd) is given by

J ′
N(Ω0)(V ) =

∫
Γ0

V · n

(
∥∇wN,Ω0∥

2
+ |wN,Ω0 |

2

2
− fwN,Ω0

+HgwN,Ω0
+ ∂n (gwN,Ω0

)

)
.
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Thus the shape gradient of the Tresca energy functional J obtained in Corollary 3.13 is close to
the one of JN with the additional term∫

Γ0

gu0∇
(
∂nu0
g

)
· V .

Note that, if ∂nu0 = −g a.e. on Γ0, then they coincide.595

Remark 3.17. Let us recall that the standard Dirichlet energy functional is596

JD(Ω) :=
1

2

∫
Ω

(
∥∇wD,Ω∥2 + |wD,Ω|2

)
−
∫
Ω

fwD,Ω,597

for all Ω ∈ U , where wD,Ω ∈ H1(Ω) is the unique solution to the Dirichlet problem598

(DPΩ)
{
−∆wD,Ω + wD,Ω = f in Ω,

wD,Ω = 0 on Γ.
599

One can prove (see, e.g., [6, 24]) that the shape gradient of JD at Ω0 ∈ U in any direction V ∈
C1,∞(Rd,Rd) is given by

J ′
D(Ω0)(V ) = −

∫
Γ0

V · n

(
∥∇wD,Ω0∥

2
+ |wD,Ω0 |

2

2

)
.

Note that, if u0 = 0 a.e. on Γ0, then ∇Γ0
u0 = 0 a.e. on Γ0, thus (∂nu0)2 = ||∇u0||2 a.e. on Γ0 and600

thus the shape gradient of J obtained in Corollary 3.13 coincides with the one of JD.601

4. Numerical simulations. In this section we numerically solve an example of the shape602
optimization problem (1.1) in the two-dimensional case d = 2, by making use of our theoretical603
results obtained in Section 3. The numerical simulations have been performed using Freefem++604
software [21] with P1-finite elements and standard affine mesh. We could use the expression of the605
shape gradient of J obtained in Theorem 3.12 but, for the purpose of simplifying the computations,606
we chose to use the expression provided in Corollary 3.13 under additional assumptions (such607
as u0 ∈ H3(Ω0) that we assumed to be true at each iteration). The C3 regularity of the shapes608
required in Corollary 3.13 is not satisfied since we use a classical affine mesh and thus the discretized609
domains have boundaries that are only Lipschitz. Nevertheless it could be possible to impose more610
regularity by using curved mesh for example. However the use of such numerical techniques falls611
outside the scope of this paper in which the numerical simulations are intended to illustrate our612
theoretical results.613

4.1. Numerical methodology. Consider an initial shape Ω0 ∈ U (see the beginning of614
Section 3 for the definition of U). Note that Corollary 3.13 allows to exhibit a descent direction V0615
of the Tresca energy functional J at Ω0 as the unique solution to the Neumann problem616 {

−∆V0 + V0 = 0 in Ω0,

∇V0n = −
(

∥∇u0∥2+|u0|2
2 − fu0 +Hg |u0| − ∂n (u0∂nu0) + gu0∇

(
∂nu0

g

)
· n
)
n on Γ0,

617

since it satisfies J ′(Ω0)(V0) = −∥V0∥2H1(Ω0)d
≤ 0.618

In order to numerically solve the shape optimization problem (1.1) on a given example, we
also have to deal with the volume constraint |Ω| = λ > 0. To this aim, the Uzawa algorithm
(see, e.g., [6, Chapter 3 p.64]) is used. In a nutshell it consists in augmenting the Tresca energy
functional J by adding an initial Lagrange multiplier p0 ∈ R multiplied by the standard volume
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functional minus λ. From [6, Chapter 6, Section 6.5], we know that the shape gradient of the
volume functional at Ω0 is given by

V ∈ C1,∞(Rd,Rd) 7→
∫
Γ0

V · n ∈ R,

and thus one can easily obtain a descent direction V0(p0) of the augmented Tresca energy functional
at Ω0 by adding p0n in the Neumann boundary condition of V0. This descent direction leads to
a new shape Ω1 := (id + τV0(p0))(Ω0), where τ > 0 is a fixed parameter. Finally the Lagrange
multiplier is updated as follows

p1 := p0 + µ (|Ω1| − λ) ,

where µ > 0 is a fixed parameter, and the algorithm restarts with Ω1 and p1, and so on.619
Let us mention that the scalar Tresca friction problem is numerically solved using an adaptation620

of iterative switching algorithms (see [4]). This algorithm operates by checking at each iteration if621
the Tresca boundary conditions are satisfied and, if they are not, by imposing them and restarting622
the computation (see [3, Appendix C p.25] for detailed explanations). We also precise that, for623
all i ∈ N∗, the difference between the Tresca energy functional J at the iteration 20 × i and624
at the iteration 20 × (i − 1) is computed. The smallness of this difference is used as a stopping625
criterion for the algorithm. Finally the curvature term H is numerically computed by extending626
the normal n into a function ñ which is defined on the whole domain Ω0. Then the curvature is627
given by H = div(ñ)−∇(ñ)n · n (see, e.g., [24, Proposition 5.4.8 p.194]).628

4.2. Two-dimensional example and numerical results. In this subsection, take d = 2
and f ∈ H1(R2) given by

f : R2 −→ R

(x, y) 7−→ f(x, y) =
5− x2 − y2 + xy

4
η(x, y),

and, for a given parameter β > 0, let gβ ∈ H2(R2) be given by

gβ : R2 −→ R

(x, y) 7−→ g(x, y) = β

(
1 +

(sinx)2

0.8

)
η(x, y),

where η ∈ C∞
0 (R2) is a cut-off function chosen appropriately so that f and g satisfy the assumptions629

of the present paper. The volume constraint considered is λ = π and the initial shape Ω0 ⊂ R2 is630
an ellipse centered at (0, 0) ∈ R2, with semi-major axis a = 1.3 and semi-minor axis b = 1/a.631

In what follows, we present the numerical results obtained for this two-dimensional example632
using the methodology described in Subsection 4.1, and for different values of β:633

• Figure 1 shows on the left the shape which solves Problem (1.1) for β = 0.49, and on the634
right the one when the Tresca problem and its energy functional are replaced by Dirichlet635
ones (see Remark 3.17). We observe that both shapes are very close. Indeed, with β ≥636
0.49, one can check numerically that the solution wD,Ω to the Dirichlet problem (DPΩ)637
satisfies |∂nwD,Ω| < gβ on Γ, and thus is also the solution to the scalar Tresca friction638
problem (TPΩ). One deduces from Remark 3.17 that the shape gradient of J and the one639
of JD coincide. Therefore, since the shape minimizing the Dirichlet energy functional JD640
under the volume constraint λ = π is a critical shape of the augmented Dirichlet energy641
functional, it is also a critical shape of the augmented Tresca energy functional.642
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Fig. 1. Shapes minimizing J (left) and JD (right), under the volume constraint λ = π, and with β = 0.49.

Fig. 2. Shapes minimizing J under the volume constraint λ = π. From top-left to bottom-right, β =
0.46, 0.43, 0.37, 0.31. The red boundary shows where u = 0 and the black/blue boundary shows where |∂nu| = gβ .

• Figure 2 shows the shapes which solve Problem (1.1) for β = 0.46, 0.43, 0.37, 0.31. The643
shapes are different from the one obtained on the left of Figure 1. In that context, note644
that the normal derivative of the solution u to the scalar Tresca friction problem (TPΩ)645
reaches the friction threshold gβ on some parts of the boundary.646
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• Figure 3 shows on the left the shapes which solve Problem (1.1) for β = 0.28, 0.1, 0.01.647
Here the normal derivative of the solution u to the scalar Tresca friction problem (TPΩ)648
reaches the friction threshold gβ on the entire boundary. Moreover we can notice that these649
shapes are very close to the ones (presented on the right of Figure 3) that minimize JN650
with g = gβ (see Remark 3.16) under the same volume constraint λ = π. Indeed, for651
these values of β, one can check numerically that the solution wN,Ω to the Neumann652
problem (SNPΩ) with g = gβ satisfies wN,Ω > 0 on Γ, and thus is also the solution to653
the scalar Tresca friction problem (TPΩ). One deduces from Remark 3.16 that the shape654
gradient of J and the one of JN coincide. Therefore, since the shape minimizing the655
Neumann energy functional JN under the volume constraint λ = π is a critical shape of656
the augmented Neumann energy functional, it is also a critical shape of the augmented657
Tresca energy functional.658

For more details and an animated illustration, we would like to suggest to the reader to watch659
the video https://youtu.be/_MufZx3zsew presenting all numerical results we obtained for different660
values of β from 0.7 to 0.01.661

To conclude this paper, we would like to bring to the attention of the reader that, in the662
above numerical simulations, it seems that there is a kind of transition from optimal shapes asso-663
ciated with the Neumann energy functional to optimal shapes associated with the Dirichlet energy664
functional. This transition is carried out by optimal shapes associated with the Tresca energy665
functional, continuously with respect to the friction threshold (precisely with respect to the pa-666
rameter β). However, we do not have a proof of such a highly nontrivial result. This may constitute667
an interesting topic for future investigations.668
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